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In view-obstruction problems, congruent copies of a closed, centrally symmetric,
convex body C, centred at the points of the shifted lattice ( 12 ,
1
2 , ...,
1
2)+Z
n in Rn, are
expanded uniformly. The expansion factor required to touch a given subspace L is
denoted by &(C, L) and for each dimension d, 1dn&1, the relevant expansion
factors are used to determine a supremum
&(C, d )=sup [&(C, L): dim L=d, L not contained in a coordinate hyperplane].
Here a method for obtaining upper bounds on &(C, L) for ‘‘rational’’ subspaces L
is given. This leads to many interesting results, e.g. it follows that the suprema
&(C, d ) are always attained and a general isolation result always holds. The method
also applies to give simple proofs of known results for three dimensional spheres.
These proofs are generalized to obtain &(B, n&2) and a Markoff type chain of
related isolations for spheres B in Rn with n4. In another part of the paper, the
subspaces occurring in view-obstruction problems are generalized to arbitrary flats.
This generalization is related to Schoenberg’s problem of billiard ball motion.
Several results analogous to those for &(C, L) and &(C, d ) are obtained.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The problem of obstructing the view through rays emanating from the
origin has been studied by various authors. In [5] we formulated and
studied a more general problem in which rays were replaced by subspaces.
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We refer the reader to [5] for the history of this problem. However the
present paper can be read independently.
Let Rn be n-dimensional Euclidean space; P=(R+)n, the positive cone;
1
2 the point (
1
2 ,
1
2 , ...,
1
2) # R
n; Zn, the integral lattice and 4, the shifted lattice
1
2+Z
n. Let C be a closed, centrally symmetric, convex body centred at the
origin 0 and let dC (K, K$) be the C-norm distance between subsets
K, K$/Rn. For each subspace L/Rn we define
&(C, L)=dC (4, L)
=inf[:>0: (:C+4) & L{<]
and for each dimension d, the quantity
&(C, d )=sup[&(C, L): dim L=d, L & P{<].
If C is symmetric by reflection in the coordinate hyperplanes, this can be
written as
&(C, d )=sup[&(C, L): dim L=d, L not contained in a coordinate
hyperplane].
We have found that the second definition is more appropriate even if C
does not admit these symmetries (cf. [5] Section 4) and henceforth &(C, d )
will have this slightly revised meaning.
We showed in [5] that we can restrict our attention to ‘‘rational’’ sub-
spaces while studying &(C, d ) or the full spectrum &(C, L). Here we obtain
a very simple inequality (Theorem 4) connecting &(C, L) and &(C, L$),
where L, L$ are ‘‘rational’’ subspaces with L/L$ and dim L$=dim L+1.
This leads to many interesting results (see Section 5), e.g. the suprema
&(C, d) are always attained.
Several authors have obtained Markoff type isolation results for spheres
and boxes in R3. It has long been felt that some isolation results of a
general nature should be true. Here we obtain such a result (Theorem 5)
by showing that for any :>0 there exist finitely many hyperplanes (which
can be specified) such that if L is a subspace not lying in any of these
hyperplanes then &(C, L)<:.
In the original formulation of view-obstruction problems, Cusick [3]
introduced the function &(n) which can easily be seen to be the same as
&(B, 1), where B is the sphere in Rn with centre 0 and diameter 1. Our new
technique yields a very simple determination of &(3) and its known isola-
tions due originally to Dumir and Hans-Gill [4] (see also Chen [2]
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and Authors [6]). In Section 7, we generalize these results to obtain
&(B, n&2) and a Markoff type chain of isolations for n4 (Theorem 11).
In another paper in Monat. fu r Math. 118 (1994), 205217 we showed that
&(4)=- 1115 and determined a sequence of related isolations.
While studying the problem of obstructing the view through subspaces
we noticed that it is closely related to the analogous problem for flats. For
each flat F/Rn we define
&(C, F)=dC (4, F)
=inf[:>0: (:C+4) & F{<].
Then for each subspace L/Rn we define
& (C, L)=sup[&(C, F): F is a translate of L]
and for each dimension d, the quantity
& (C, d )=sup[& (C, L): dim L=d, L not contained in a coordinate
hyperplane]
=sup[&(C, F): dim F=d, F not contained in a hyperplane
xi=constant].
It is easy to see that whenever C is symmetric by reflection in the coor-
dinate hyperplanes the determination of & (C, 1) is equivalent to the
problem of billiard ball motion considered by Schoenberg [911]. Schoen-
berg [12] also considered a similar generalization to higher dimensions.
In Section 2 we show that, as in the case of subspaces, we can restrict
our attention to ‘‘rational’’ flats while studying & (C, d ) or the full spectrum
& (C, L). In Section 3, we obtain the value of &(C, L) and & (C, L) for hyper-
planes F and subspaces L of dimension n&1 in terms of the polar recipro-
cal body C*. In particular this gives & (C, n&1) and its isolations, exactly
complementing earlier results [5] on &(C, n&1) and its isolations. We also
obtain a generalization (see Corollary 8) of Theorem 2 of Schoenberg [12].
While obtaining general results for &(C, L) and &(C, d ) in Sections 4 and
5, we also obtain analogous results for & (C, L) and & (C, d). We shall make
applications of these results in a subsequent paper related to Schoenberg’s
problem (Indian J. Pure Appl. Math. 27 (1996), 323342). We shall
show that in dimension n=3, & (B, 1)=- 89 while in dimensions
n4, & (B, n&2)=1. We shall also show that & (B, 1)=- 54 in
R4 thus completing the sphere version of the billiard ball problem for
n4. For each of our exact results we shall determine a sequence of related
isolations.
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2. Irrational Flats
In [5] we called a d-dimensional subspace L rational if it has a basis
consisting of vectors in Qn or, equivalently, if it is the intersection of n&d
independent hyperplanes with normal in Qn. If a subspace is not rational
then it is called irrational. We showed that every irrational subspace L is
contained in a unique rational subspace M=M(L) of least dimension and
for this subspace &(C, L)=&(C, M).
We call a flat F=L+p in Rn rational (irrational ) if the associated
subspace L is rational (irrational). The result quoted above shows that an
irrational flat F=L+p is contained in a unique minimal rational flat
M(F)=M(L)+p. It is easy to see that the argument in [5] in fact shows
that &(C, F)=&(C, M(F)). For the sake of completeness and to present
another point of view, we give a different proof of this result. It follows that
for any rational flat F$ in M(F) we have &(C, F$)&(C, M(F))=&(C, F).
Thus if we are interested in & (C, d ) it is enough to restrict our attention to
rational flats. If we are interested in the full spectrum of values of &(C, F)
for flats of dimension d, then we need to consider rational flats of dimen-
sion d.
Let F be an irrational flat of dimension d. Then the associated subspace
L is irrational. Let L= & Qn=(c1 , ..., cr) and L==(c1 , ..., cr , cr+1 , ...,
cr+s) , where r+s=n&d, s>0. Then c1 , ..., cr # Qn and (cr+1 , ..., cr+s) &
Qn=[0]. It is clear that M(L)=(c1 , ..., cr) =. If r=0, then M(L)=Rn. In
this case we say that F and L are totally irrational.
We notice that in terms of the metric dC (x, y) on Rn corresponding to
the convex body C,
&(C, F)=dC (4, F)=dC (Zn, F+ 12).
Since the character of F as regards (total) irrationality is not altered by
translation it is enough to consider distances from Zn instead of 4 in the
discussions in this section. We need the following results about the distance
of a point from a flat.
Lemma 1. Let Fi : ci } x=*i , |ci |=1, i=1, ..., m, where c1 , ..., cm are
linearly independent. Let F=mi=1 Fi . For z # R
n, let di=ci } z&*i . Then
d 2(z, F)=(d1 , ..., dm) G&1 \
d1
b
dm+ ,
where G=(ci } cj) is the Gram matrix of c1 , ..., cm .
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Proof. Let L=(c1 , c2 , ..., cm) = and let p # F. Then F=L+p.
For any z # Rn we have the canonical decomposition z&p=x+y with
x # L= and y # L. It follows that
d 2(z, F)=d 2(z, L+p)=d 2(z&p, L)=d 2(x+y, L)=|x| 2
and also that
di=ci } z&*i=ci } (z&p)=ci } (x+y)=ci } x.
Since x=mj=1 :jc j , we have
|x| 2= } :
m
j=1
:jcj}
2
=:
i, j
:i:j (c i } cj)=(:1 , :2 , ..., :m) G \
:1
:2
b
:m+
and
di= :
m
j=1
(ci } cj) :j i.e. \
d1
d2
b
dm+=G \
:1
:2
b
:m+ .
The result is now immediate.
The following results are an immediate consequence of this lemma:
Corollary 1. Let =>0 and d(z, Fi)<=, 1im. There exists a con-
stant k depending only on G and C such that dC (z, F)k=.
Corollary 2. If F=F$ & F" where F$ and F" are flats such that
dC (z, F$)<= and dC (z, F")<= then dC (z, F)<k= for some constant k.
Theorem 1. If F is totally irrational then dC (Zn, F)=0.
Proof. Here L==(c1 , c2 , ..., cs) where s=n&d and L= & Qn=[0].
By modifying the basis of L= and by reordering the coordinates of Rn, we
can suppose that
ci } x=xi+fi (xs+1 , xs+2 , ..., xn), 1is,
where each fi is a linear form depending only on the last n&s variables.
If :i # Q, 1is, then si=1 :i fi (xs+1 , xs+2 , ..., xn) has rational coef-
ficients iff si=1 :ici # Q
n iff si=1 :i ci=0 iff :1=:2= } } } =:s=0. Hence
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by Kronecker’s Theorem ([1], p. 53) it follows that for any =>0 and real
numbers *1 , *2 , ..., *s there exist integers u1 , u2 , ..., un satisfying
|ui+fi (us+1 , us+2 , ..., un)&*i |<=, 1is.
In the notation of Lemma 1, the point z=(u1 , u2 , ..., un) # Zn constructed
in the last paragraph satisfies |di |<=. The result now follows from
Corollary 1.
A lattice 1 is called rational if 1=TZn where T is a non-singular matrix
with rational entries. If 1 is a rational lattice and p # Rn we call 1+p a
shifted rational lattice.
Corollary 3. If F is a totally irrational flat in Rn and 1 is a shifted
rational lattice then dC (1, F)=0.
Proof. We observe that
dC (TZn+p, F)=d C (TZn, F&p),
and
dC (Tx, Ty)k &T& dC (x, y) for x, y # Rn,
where
&T&=max
i, j
|tij |, T=(tij),
and k is a constant. Therefore
dC (1, F)k &T& dC (Zn, T &1F&T &1p).
It is now enough to observe that since T is a rational matrix, T &1F is
totally irrational and the right hand side of the inequality above is zero by
Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let F be an irrational flat and M(F) be the minimal
rational flat containing F. Then
dC (Zn, F)=d C (Zn, M(F)).
Proof. We use the notation introduced earlier in this section. Let
F=L+p where L is the subspace associated with F. On renaming the co-
ordinates if necessary we can choose a basis c1 , ..., cr , cr+1 , ..., cr+s of L
=
such that the matrix of column vectors takes the form
(c1 , ..., cr , cr+1 , ..., cr+s)=\ IrM
0
N+=(cij)n, r+s ,
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where Ir is the identity matrix of order r, M is a rational matrix and
(cr+1, ..., cr+s) & Qn=[0]. Here M(L)=(c1 , ..., cr) = is the minimal rational
space containing L and M(F)=M(L)+p. Let I(L)=(cr+1 , ..., cr+s) =.
Then I(L) is totally irrational. Let I(F)=I(L)+p. Then F=M(F) & I(F)
and L=M(L) & I(L). Let =>0. Choose z # Zn, x # M(F) such that
dC (z, x)<dC (Zn, M(F))+=. Then for all y # Rn,
dC (z+y, x+y)=dC (z, x)dC (Zn, M(F))+=.
We shall show that there exists y0 # M(L) & Zn such that
dC (x+y0 , I(F))<=. Then since x+y0 # M(F), dC (x+y0 , M(F))=0, so
that by Corollary 2, dC (x+y0 , F)<k= for some fixed k>0. Hence
d C (z+y0 , F)dC (z+y0 , x+y0)+d C (x+y0 , F)
<dC (Zn, M(F))+(k+1) =
so that dC (Zn, F)dC (Zn, M(F)) follows. Since F/M(F), we have
dC (Zn, M(F))dC (Zn, F). Therefore
dC (Zn, F)=d C (Zn, M(F)).
To prove the existence of y0 we proceed as follows. Let v>0 be an
integer such that the matrix vM has integer entries. By Corollary 3 applied
to vZn+x there exists y # vZn such that dC (y+x, I(F))<=. Since cjk=0 for
1jr, r+1kr+s, the first r co-ordinates of y can be varied without
changing the value of dC (y+x, I(F)). If y=( V , ..., V , vur+1 , ..., vun) we
can determine integers u1 , ..., ur such that y0=(u1 , ..., ur , vur+1 , ..., vun) lies
in Zn & M(F).
As an immediate consequence we obtain.
Corollary 4. If L is an irrational subspace and M(L) is the minimal
rational subspace containing L, then
& (C, L)=& (C, M(L)).
3. Obstructing the View through Hyperplanes
In this section we show that &(C, F) and & (C, F) for hyperplanes F can
be calculated explicitly in terms of the norm of the polar reciprocal C* of
C. This leads to the determination of &(C, n&1) and & (C, n&1) and
related isolations.
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Lemma 2. Let F: c } x=* be a hyperplane in Rn. For y # Rn,
dC (y, F)=
|c } y&*|
f *(c)
,
where f * is the distance function of the polar reciprocal C*.
Proof. Let f be the distance function of C. Since |a } b|f (a) f *(b) for
all a, b # Rn, with equality for some b for each fixed a, we have
dC (y, F)= inf
x # F
f (y&x)= inf
c } w=c } y&*
f (w)=
|c } y&*|
f *(c)
as required.
Theorem 3. Let L: c } x=0, F: c } x=*.
(i) If L is irrational then &(C, L)=&(C, F)=& (C, L)=0.
(ii) If L is rational, we can choose c to be a primitive point of Zn. Then
&(C, F)={&*&f *(c)&*& 12&f *(c)
if |c| 2 is even.
if |c| 2 is odd
and & (C, L)=12f *(c). (Here &:&= distance of : from the nearest integer.)
Proof. Let y=x+ 12 , x # Z
n. By Lemma 2,
dC (y, F)=
|c } x+c } 12&*|
f *(c)
=
|c } x+ ci2&*|
f *(c)
.
We observe that if L is irrational then [c } x: x # Zn] is dense in R and
therefore
&(C, F)= inf
x # Zn
d C (x+ 12 , F)=0
which proves (i). We observe that this part also follows directly from
Theorem 1.
If L is rational and c is a primitive point of Zn, then [c } x: x # Zn]=Z.
Hence
&(C, F)=" :
n
i=1
ci 2&*"<f *(c)
and (ii) follows on observing that  ci # |c| 2 (mod 2) and that as * varies
over R, the maximum value of &*& or &12&*& is 12.
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As an immediate consequence we see that &(C, n&1) and & (C, n&1) are
attained. In fact we have
Corollary 5. (i) &(C, n&1)=1(2 min f *(c)), where the minimum is
taken over all primitive points c of Zn not lying on a coordinate axis with |c| 2
odd.
(ii) & (C, n&1)=1(2 min f *(c)), where the minimum is taken over all
primitive points c of Zn not lying on a coordinate axis.
In Section 5 of [5] we obtained the corresponding result for the original
definition of &(C, n&1). Since there L is restricted to meet the positive cone
P, the conditions on c are a little different.
We explicitly state the results for the sphere B of diameter 1 and centre 0.
Corollary 6.
(i) &(B, n&1)={1- 5 if n=21- 3 if n3.
(ii) & (B, n&1)=1- 2 for n2.
For n=2, part (i) of the corollary above is a result of Cusick [3] and
part (ii) that of Schoenberg [9]. In fact Theorem 3 gives the complete
story for any convex body centred at 0 and any line in R2. When we com-
bine Theorem 3 with results of Section 2 we obtain &(C, F) for irrational
lines in R3. In particular, we have
Corollary 7. Let L be an irrational line through 0 in R3, not contained
in a coordinate plane.
(i) If L is contained in a plane of the form x\y\z=0, then
&(B, L)=1- 3 and otherwise &(B, L)1- 5.
(ii) If L is contained in a plane of the type xi\xj=0, then
& (B, L)=1- 2 and otherwise & (B, L)1- 3.
While considering generalizations of billiards ball motion Schoenberg
[12] studied a function *n&1, n related to the box of side 1 centred at 0. For
a general convex body C we define
*n&1, n(C)= 12 sup[&(C, L): L=c
=, c not lying in a coordinate hyperplane].
From Theorem 3 we immediately obtain
Corollary 8. *n&1, n(C)=1(4 min f *(c)), where the minimum is
taken over all primitive c # Zn not lying in any coordinate hyperplane.
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In particular if C is the box of side 1 centred at 0 then *n&1, n=
12n because here f *(x)= 12  |xi | and so min f *(c) for primitive c # Z
n,
not lying in any coordinate hyperplanes is n2. This is Theorem 2 of
Schoenberg [12].
4. Rational Subspaces and Flats
In view of the results in Section 2, we need to consider only rational sub-
spaces for the investigation of &(C, d ) and & (C, d ). All spaces and flats con-
sidered in the sequel will be rational. We have seen in Section 3 that it is
easy to determine &(C, L) and & (C, L) when L is a hyperplane. In par-
ticular this completes the case n=2. Let us now suppose n3. We shall
give an upper bound for &(C, F) in terms of &(C, F$) where F$ is any flat
containing F with dim F$=dim F+1. This leads to absolute upper bounds
on &(C, L) and & (C, L) which we shall use repeatedly in later sections.
Let L be a rational subspace of dimension d (n&2) and L$ a rational
subspace of dimension d+1 containing L. Let 2=det(L & Zn) and
2$=det(L$ & Zn). Let F=L+p and F$=L$+p for some p # Rn. As a first
step in obtaining our upper bound for &(C, F) we prove
Lemma 3. Suppose that C contains the sphere B: |x| 12 . For any t # F$
there exists u # L$ & Zn such that
dC (t+u, F)2$2.
Proof. We can write L=L$ & [d } x=0] for suitable d. The points of
the lattice L$ & Zn lie in hyperplanes parallel to d } x=0 at a distance 2$2
apart. The same is true for the shifted lattice (L$ & Zn)+t. It follows that
for any t # F$, there exists u # L$ & Zn such that the Euclidean distance
d(t+u, F)2$22. Since C#B, it follows that
dC (t+u, F)dB (t+u, F)=2d(t+u, F)2$2.
Theorem 4. (i) If C#B then
&(C, F)&(C, F$)+2$2.
(ii) For B we have the stronger inequality
&2(B, F)&2(B, F$)+2$222.
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Proof. Let n # 4. There exists t # F$ such that dC (n, F$)=d C (n, t). Now
for any u # Rn
dC (n+u, F)d C (n+u, t+u)+d C (t+u, F)
=d C (n, t)+dC (t+u, F)
=d C (n, F$)+dC (t+u, F).
By Lemma 3, there exists u # L$ & Zn such that d C (t+u, F)2$2
and so
dC (n+u, F)dC (n, F$)+2$2.
Since n+u # 4, &(C, F)dC (n+u, F) and so
&(C, F)dC (n, F$)+2$2.
This inequality holds for all n # 4 and therefore
&(C, F)&(C, F$)+2$2.
This proves (i).
In the case of the ball B we can use Pythagoras Theorem to replace the
first inequality in the proof by the following equation
d2B (n+u, F)=d
2
B (n+u, t+u)+d
2
B (t+u, F).
The rest of the argument stays the same.
As an immediate consequence we have
Corollary 9. (i) If C#B then
& (C, L)& (C, L$)+2$2.
(ii) & 2(B, L)& 2(B, L$)+2$222.
Remark 1. For convenience in applying these bounds we notice that a
result of Smith [14] (see Skolem [13] Chapter 1, Section 1 and McMullen
[8]) gives det(L & Zn)=det(L= & Zn). This allows us to make the follow-
ing deductions:
Let c1 , ..., cm be a basis of L= & Zn and 2i be the determinant of the lat-
tice generated by c1 , ..., ci . Let +=0 or 1 according as |c1 | 2 is even or odd.
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Corollary 10.
(i) &(C, L)
+
2f *(c1)
+
21
22
+ } } } +
2m&1
2m
& (C, L)
1
2f *(c1)
+
21
22
+ } } } +
2m&1
2m
.
(ii) &2(B, L)
+
|c1 |
2+
221
222
+ } } } +
22m&1
22m
& 2(B, L)
1
|c1 |
1+
221
222
+ } } } +
22m&1
22m
.
Proof. Let Li=(c1 , ..., ci) = for 1im, so that L=Lm /Lm&1 / } } } /
L1 and dim L1=n&1. The result follows by repeated applications of
Theorem 4 or Corollary 9 and a single application of Theorem 3(ii).
Remark 2. The corollary above gives upper bounds on &(C, L) and
& (C, L) for each choice of basis of L=. For applications it is advisable to
choose a basis for which the upper bound is not very large. In general, a
good way to choose a basis is by the Hermite reduction process (see
Gruber and Lekkerkerker [7] Section 10). It is known that there exist
constants :i , 1im, such that if c1 , ..., cm is a reduced basis with
|c1 | } } } |cm |, then
|c1 | } } } |ci |:i2i for 1im.
Since 2i&1|c1 | } } } |ci&1 | by Hadamard’s inequality, it follows that
2i&1 2i:i|ci | for 1im. Taking L$=(c1 , c2 , ..., cm&1) = with the
above choice of basis of L= & Zn we get
Corollary 11. If C#B
(i) &(C, L)&(C, L$)+:m|cm |.
(ii) & (C, L)& (C, L$)+:m|cm |.
Corollary 12. If C#B
(i) &(C, L)
+
2f *(c1)
+
:2
|c2 |
+ } } } +
:m
|cm |

+
|c1 |
+
:2
|c2 |
+ } } } +
:m
|cm |

++:2+ } } } +:m
|c1 |
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(ii) & (C, L)
1
2f *(c1)
+
:2
|c2 |
+ } } } +
:m
|cm |

1
|c1 |
+
:2
|c2 |
+ } } } +
:m
|cm |

1+:2+ } } } +:m
|c1 |
.
It is clear that in case of the ball B we can get better bounds by using
part (ii) of Corollary 10.
5. Isolation and Attainment
Now we are ready to obtain a general isolation result and the fact that
the view obstruction constants &(C, d ) and & (C, d ) are attained. Since
&(*C, F)=*&1&(C, F) for *>0, we can assume in the proofs of these
results that C#B.
Theorem 5. Let :>0 and 1d<n. There exist finitely many hyper-
planes such that if L is a rational subspace of dimension d not lying in these
hyperplanes then
&(C, L)& (C, L)<:.
Proof. Let d=n&m. By Corollary 12(ii) there exists a primitive c1 # Zn
such that L is contained in the hyperplane c1 } x=0 and
& (C, L)
1+:2+ } } } :m
|c1 |
=
;
|c1 |
.
Therefore & (C, L)<: if |c1 |>;:. Since there are only finitely many
primitive c1 in Z
n satisfying |c1 |;:, the result follows.
Theorem 6. The view obstruction constants &(C, d ) and & (C, d ), 1d
n&1, are attained.
Proof. Let m=n&d. Then 1m<n. We shall prove the result by
induction on m. If m=1, then the result follows from Corollary 5. Suppose
the result is true for m&1 i.e. &(C, d+1) and & (C, d+1) are attained. We
prove that &(C, d ) is attained. The proof for & (C, d ) is similar.
First suppose that &(C, d)=&(C, d+1). Let &(C, d+1)=&(C, L$), where L$
is of dimension d+1. Then for any d-dimensional subspace L/L$ we have
&(C, d+1)=&(C, L$)&(C, L)&(C, d )
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and so equality holds throughout i.e. &(C, d )=&(C, L).
If &(C, d )>&(C, d+1), let :=&(C, d )&&(C, d+1). Let L be any sub-
space of dimension d. Choose a reduced basis c1 , ..., cm of L= & Zn. Let
L$=(c1 , ..., cm&1) =. Then by Corollary 11(i)
&(C, L)&(C, L$)+:m|cm |&(C, d+1)+:m|cm |.
Therefore
&(C, L)&(C, d )&:+:m|cm |<&(C, d )&:2
if |cm |>2:m:. So let |cm |2:m:. Since |c1 ||c2 | } } } |cm |, it follows
that there are only a finite number of choices for c1 , ..., cm and hence for L.
It follows that the maximum value of &(C, L) for these finitely many L is
the value of &(C, d ).
6. A Simple Method for Determining &(3) and Its Isolations
In this section we use the results of the earlier sections to give a simple
proof of the known results about &(3) and its isolations.
Theorem 7. If L is a line through 0 in the positive cone P of R3, then
&(B, L)- 37. Further, strict inequality holds except when L is ( (1, 2, 3))
or lines obtained from it by a permutation of coordinates.
Proof. If L is an irrational line then by Corollary 7(i) we have
&(B, L)1- 3<- 37. Now let L be a rational line. Let L=(a) where
a=(a1 , a2 , a3) # Z3 is primitive. By a permutation of coordinates we can
suppose 0<a1a2a3 . Let 1=L= & Z3. Then 1 is a two dimensional
lattice of determinant 2=det(L= & Z3)=det(L & Z3)=|a|. It is well
known that there exists a primitive point c # 1 such that
|c| 2- 43 2=- 43 |a|.
Corollary 10(ii) gives
&2(B, L)
+
|c| 2
+
|c| 2
|a| 2
,
where +=0 or 1 according as |c| 2 is even or odd.
If a has two coordinates equal then we have |c| 2=2 so that +=0. There-
fore &2(B, L)2|a| 2<37, if |a| 2>143 which is true except when
a=(1, 1, 1) in which case &(B, L)=0. We can now suppose that no two
coordinates of a are equal so that |c| 23. We have
&2(B, L)
+
|c| 2
+
|c| 2
|a| 2

1
|c| 2
+
|c| 2
|a| 2
=f ( |c| 2),
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where f (x)=1x+x|a| 2. The function f (x) has a unique minimum at
x=|a| so that f (x)max( f (:), f (;)) for 0<:x;. Since 3|c| 2
- 43 |a|, we have
&2(B, L)max \13+
3
|a| 2
,
7
- 12 |a|+ .
Therefore &2(B, L)<37 if |a| 232. For |a| 231 the only possibilities left
to be considered are (1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4), (1, 2, 5), (1, 3, 4) and (2, 3, 4). It is
easy to see that &(B, L)=- 37 in the first case and &(B, L)<- 37 in each
of the remaining cases.
We now give a simple proof of the isolation results obtained in [2]
and [4].
Theorem 8. Let L=(a), a=(a1 , a2 , a3), 0<a1a2a3 where a is a
primitive point of Z3 if L is a rational line. Then
(a) &2(B, L)< 13 if L does not lie in the plane 6: x1+x2&x3=0.
(b) If L lies in 6, then
1
3
if L is irrational
&2(B, L)={13 if L is rational and a1&a2#0 (mod 3)1
3
+
4
3 |a| 2
if L is rational and a1&a20 (mod 3).
Proof. For irrational lines the result is an immediate consequence of
Corollary 7(i).
Now let L be a rational line which does not lie in the plane 6. Then
c # L= & Z3 implies |c| 2{3. If L= & Z3 contains a point c with |c| 2=2 then
as in the proof of Theorem 7, &2(B, L)2|a| 2. Therefore &2(B, L)<13 if
|a| 2>6. If |a| 26 then a=(1, 1, 1) or (1, 1, 2). We observe that
&(B, (1, 1, 1) )=0 and that (1, 1, 2) lies on 6. So we can now suppose that
L= & Z3 does not contain c with |c| 2 equal to 2 or 3. Therefore c # L= & Z3,
c{0, implies that |c| 25. Using the function f employed in the proof of
Theorem 7, we obtain
&2(B, L)max \15+
5
|a| 2
,
7
- 12 |a|+<
1
3
if |a| 2>752. Also, we observe that &(B, L)=0 if all ai are odd. The primi-
tive points a of Z3 with |a| 2752 having at least one even coordinate and
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not lying in the planes xi&xj=0 or x1+x2&x3=0 are (1, 2, 4), (1, 2, 5)
and (2, 3, 4). These lines can be disposed of easily by considering their dis-
tances from the points ( 12 ,
3
2 ,
5
2), (
1
2 ,
3
2 ,
7
2) and (
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2) respectively. This
completes the proof of Case (a).
Let now L=(a) with a1+a2=a3 . If L is irrational then &(B, L)=
&(B, ( (1, 1, &1))=)=1- 3.
Now let us suppose that the rational line L lies in 6. Let c=(1, 1, &1).
Then L==(c, c_a).
If n # 4=Z3+ 12 , then
4d 2(n, L)=4
(c } n)2
3
+4 \(c_a) } n|c_a| +
2
.
If |c } n|{ 12 , then |c } n|
3
2 , so that 4d
2(n, L)3> 13+4(3 |a|
2). Thus to
determine &(B, L) we must choose n with c } n=\ 12.
Without loss of generality we can suppose c } n= 12 and write n=
1
2+x,
where x # Z3 & c=. If a, d is a basis of the lattice Z3 & c= with c_a } d>0
then c_a } d=|c } a_d|=|c| 2=3. Writing x=la+kd for integers l and k,
we have
(c_a) } n=(c_a) } 12+k(c_a) } d=a2&a1+3k
Let a2&a1 #a (mod 3), where a=0, 1 or &1. For all choices of the
integer k |a2&a1+3k||a| with equality for some k. Therefore
4d 2(n, L) 13+4a
2(3 |a| 2) with equality for some n. Thus
&2(B, L)=
1
3
+
4a2
3 |a| 2
.
This proves the result in Case (b).
7. Obstructing the View through Subspaces of Dimension n&2
In Section 3 we considered the problem of obstructing the view through
(n&1)-dimensional flats i.e. of determining &(C, n&1) and & (C, n&1).
Here we generalise the results of Section 6 and determine &(B, n&2) and a
sequence of isolations. While doing this we obtain a formula for &(B, L) for
each rational subspace L of dimension n&2.
Let n3 and let L be a subspace of dimension n&2 in Rn not lying in
a co-ordinate hyperplane. From Section 2 it follows that if L is irrational
then L is contained in a smallest rational subspace M and &(B, L)=
&(B, M). The value of &(B, M) is known for every M because dim M=
n&1 or n (see Section 3). In particular &(B, M)1- 3 and strict
inequality holds unless M= & Zn is generated by c with |c| 2=3.
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Now let us suppose that L is a rational subspace. Then L= & Zn is a two
dimensional lattice of determinant 2, say. By Corollary 10(ii) it follows
that if c is any primitive point of L= & Zn then
&2(B, L)
+
|c| 2
+
|c| 2
22
,
where +=0 or 1 according as |c| 2 is even or odd.
In the next Theorem we determine &(B, L) precisely in terms of a suitable
basis for L= & Zn. Let c be a primitive point of L= & Zn satisfying
|c| 2- 43 2. Let c, d be a basis of this lattice with |c } d| 12 |c| 2.
Theorem 9. (a) If |c| 2#0 (mod 2), then
&2(B, L)={
0
|c| 2
22
if |d| 2#0 (mod 2)
if |d| 2#1 (mod 2)
(b) If |c| 2#1 (mod 2), then
&2(B, L)=
1
|c| 2
+
r2
|c| 2 22
,
where
r# |c|2 |d| 2&c } d (mod 2 |c| 2), &|c| 2<r|c| 2.
Proof. Let e=d&*c where *=c } d|c| 2. Then e = c, L==(c, e) and
2=|e| |c|. Recall that
&2(B, L)=4 min[d 2(n, L): n # 4=Zn+ 12].
Also
d 2(n, L)=
(c } n)2
|c| 2
+
(c } n)2
|e| 2
=
(c } n)2
|c| 2
+
|c| 2
22
(e } n)2.
We want to choose n # 4 such that |c } n| and |e } n| are simultaneously
small. Since c, d form a basis of the lattice L= & Zn, the linear equations
c } z=m1 , d } z=m2 are soluble with z # Zn for any integers m1 and m2 .
Writing n=z+ 12 , z # Z
n to be determined, we get
c } n=c } z+c } 12
e } n=d } n&*c } n=d } z+d } 12&*c } n.
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It follows that we can choose n # 4 such that |c } n| 12 and |e } n|
1
2. We
shall show that this gives the least value of d 2(n, L).
Case (a). |c| 2#0 (mod 2).
In this case c } 12 is an integer. Therefore c } n is an integer for all n # 4. If
for some n$ # 4 we have |c } n$|1, then d 2(n$, L)1|c| 2. On the other
hand for n # 4 with c } n=0 and |e } n| 12 , we have
d 2(n, L)
|c| 2
422
<
1
|c| 2
d 2(n$, L),
since |c| 2- 43 2<22. So to determine &(B, L) we need to consider only
those n=z+ 12 # 4 which give c } n=0. Then
e } n=d } n=d } z+d } 12#
1
2 |d|
2 (mod 1).
Thus there exists n # 4 such that c } n=0 and e } n=0 or 12 according as |d|
2
is even or odd. The result in Case (a) follows.
Case (b). Here c } n#c } 12#
1
2 (mod 1). If n$ # 4 such that |c } n$|
3
2
then d 2(n$L)9(4 |c| 2). If we choose n # 4 such that |c } n|= 12 and
|e } n| 12 , then
d 2(n, L)
1
4 |c| 2
+
|c| 2
422
<
9
4 |c| 2
d 2(n$, L)
since |c| 2- 43 2<- 8 2. So in order to determine &(B, L) we need to
consider n with |c } n|= 12 , and |e } n|
1
2 . On replacing n by &n if necessary
we can suppose c } n= 12. Then
e } n=d } z+d } 12&
1
2*=c } z+
2 |c| 2 (d } 12)&c } d
2 |c| 2
.
Since d } 12#
1
2 |d|
2 (mod 1) we have 2 |c| 2 (d } 12)&c } d# |c|
2 |d| 2&c } d
(mod 2 |c| 2). It follows that the smallest value of |e } n| is |r|(2 |c| 2), where
r is as defined in the Theorem. The result in Case (b) follows.
Remark 3. The proof shows that in Case (a) the result is valid even if
|c| 222 and in Case (b) if |c| 2- 8 2. It follows from Case (a) that if L
does not contain a point of 4 then for any primitive point c of L= & Zn
satisfying |c| 2#0 (mod 2) and |c| 222 we have |c| 2=&2(B, L)22 i.e. all
such points lie on a fixed sphere with centre 0.
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In case |c| 2 is a prime we replace the conditions on d by conditions on
2. We have
Theorem 10. (a) If |c| 2=2, then
&2(B, L)={
0
2
22
if 22#0 or 3 (mod 4)
if 22#1 or 2 (mod 4)
(b) If |c| 2=p is an odd prime then
&2(B, L)=
1
|c| 2
+
r2
|c| 2 22
where &r2#22 (mod 2 |c| 2), 0r|c| 2.
Proof. When |c| 2=2, we have simply to observe that if |d| 2 is even then
22#0 or 3 (mod 4) and if |d| 2 is odd then 22#1 or 2 (mod 4) and the
result follows from Theorem 9(a).
When |c|2=p is an odd prime, we observe that the number r in
Theorem 9(b) satisfies &r2#&|c| 4 |d| 4&(c } d)2# |c| 2 |d| 2&(c } d)2 (mod
2 |c| 2) i.e. &r2#22 (mod 2 |c| 2). We notice that under the condition
|r||c| 2 this congruence determines |r| uniquely. The result now follows
from Theorem 9(b).
We could now proceed as in Theorem 7 and determine &(B, n&2) very
easily. Instead we shall do a little more work and deduce an isolation result
similar to the one obtained in Theorem 8.
Theorem 11. Let L be a rational subspace of Rn of dimension n&2 not
lying in a coordinate hyperplane. Then &2(B, L)< 13 except when L
= & Zn is
a lattice of determinant 2 generated by c and d satisfying one of the follow-
ing sets of conditions:
(a) |c| 2=2, |d| 2=3, c } d=1, in which case 22=5 and &2(B, L)=25,
(b) |c| 2=2, |d| 2=3, c } d=0, in which case 22=6 and &2(B, L)=13,
(c) |c| 2=5, |d| 2=5, c } d=0, in which case 22=25 and &2(B, L)=
25,
(d) |c| 2=5, |d| 2=7, c } d=0, in which case 22=35 and &2(B, L)=
1235,
(e) |c| 2=3|d| 2, c } d=0 or 1 in which case if 22=3 |d| 2&(c } d)2#
&r2 (mod 6), r=0, 1, 2 or 3, and &2(B, L)= 13+r
2322.
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Proof. Let c be a non-zero primitive point of L= & Zn satisfying
|c| 2- 43 2. Let L= & Zn be generated by c and d with 0c } d 12 |c| 2.
Case (i) |c| 2#0 (mod 2).
By Corollary 10(ii), &2(B, L)|c| 2224(3 |c| 2)<13 if |c| 2>4. If
|c| 2=4, then 223 |c| 44=12, so that &2(B, L)422<13 except when
22=12. In case 22=12=4 |d| 2&(c } d)2, we have c } d even so that c } d=0
or 2. If c } d=0 then |d| 2=3 and &2(B, L)=13. This exception is included
in Case (e). If c } d=2, then |d| 2=4 is even and so by Theorem 9(a)
&2(B, L)=0.
If |c| 2=2, then &2(B, L)222<13 if 22>6. Let now 226. Since
223 |c| 44=3, we have 3226. By Theorem 10(a), &(B, L)=0 if
22=3 or 4, &2(B, L)=25 if 22=5 and &2(B, L)=13 if 22=6. Since
22=2 |d| 2&(c } d)2 and c } d=1 or 0 according as 22=5 or 6 we have
|d| 2=3. Thus the exceptions are as listed in (a) and (b).
Case (ii) |c| 2#1 (mod 2).
By Corollary 10(ii),
&2(B, L)
1
|c| 2
+
|c| 2
22

1
|c| 2
+
4
3 |c| 2
=
7
3 |c| 2
<
1
3
if |c| 2>7. If |c| 2=7, then since 223 |c| 44=1474 and 22 is an integer
we have 22>3 |c| 44, so that &2(B, L)<1|c| 2+1(3 |c| 2)=13.
If |c| 2=5, then &2(B, L)15+522<13 if 22>752. Since 22
3 |c| 44=754, we need to consider 192237. Here Theorem 10(b) gives
&2(B, L)=15+r2(522), where 22# &r2 (mod 10), 0r5.
If 225 (mod 10), we have 0r4, so that &2(B, L)15+
16(522)<13 if 22>24. Let now 192224. Since &22 is a square
(mod 5) it follows that 22{22, 23. In each of the remaining cases the value
&2(B, L)=15+r2(522) is less than 13.
If 22#5 (mod 10), 192237, then 22=25 or 35. In these cases r=5,
so that &2(B, L)=25 if 22=25 and &2(B, L)=1235 if 22=35. Also
22=5 |d| 2&(c } d)2, 0c } d52, gives c } d=0 and |d| 2=5 or 7 accord-
ing as 22=25 or 35.
If |c| 2=3 then &2(B, L)13. The values of &2(B, L) are as given in
Theorem 10(b). This completes the proof of Theorem 11.
Interchange of co-ordinates and reflection in a coordinate hyperplane are
automorphisms of both B and 4. We say that a subspace L is equivalent
to a subspace L$ (LtL$) if L is obtained from L$ by such automorphisms.
Clearly LtL$ implies &(B, L)=&(B, L$).
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Now we proceed to determine &(B, n&2). Since we have already done
this in case n=3 (see Theorem 7) we assume that n4. To describe the
cases in which the supremum is attained we define
L1 : x1+x2+x3=0, x2&x3+x4=0;
L2 : x1+x2+x3=0, x4+x5+x6=0.
Notice that L2 is defined only when n6. If L is equivalent to L1 or L2
then &2(B, L)=23. Now we prove
Corollary 13. If L is not equivalent to L1 or L2 then &2(B, L)<23.
Proof. The consideration of exceptional cases in Theorem 11 shows
that &2(B, L)<23 except possibly when |c| 2=3 and 229. In case
|c| 2=3, 223 |c| 44=274, so that we need to consider 22=7, 8 or 9. The
case 22=7 is not possible because r2# &7 (mod 6) has no solution. When
22=8, r=2 and so &2(B, L)=12<23. If 22=9 then it is easy to see that
L is equivalent to L1 or L2 . This completes the proof of the corollary.
Corollary 14. For n4, &2(B, n&2)=23.
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